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MIMESIS team @ Inria/IHU

 Research group started in 2010

 4 permanent researchers 

 12 PhD students

 Collaborations with Magrit, Asclepios, Evasion and Bunraku teams; with IRCAD, 

Centrale Lille, HelpMeSee foundation, Digital Trainers, University of North Carolina, ...

 Since September 2011, a part of the team is located in Strasbourg within the IHU 

INRIA

Lille - North Europe

IHU

Strasbourg
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Simulation

 Train

 Accelerate formation

 Minimize risks
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Medical Simulation :: It’s happening now !

 Mannequin-based simulation introduced in the 1950s

 Essentially to train anesthesiologists

 Limited to certain medical specialties

 Computer-based simulation started in the 1990s

 Driven by the introduction of laparoscopic surgery 

 And the increasing power of computers

 Training systems are being used in hospitals and training centers around the 

world

 Laparoscopy ‣ Hysteroscopy ‣ Ophthalmology ‣ Interventional Radiology ‣
Arthroscopy ‣ Dental Surgery ‣ Biopsy ‣ ... 
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Surgery evolves permanently

 Surgery : complex practice

 Depends on the experience of the surgeon

 Require a long training

 Involve many risks

 New technologies: 

 Mini-invasive surgery, interventional radiology

 Interface the surgeon and the patient

 Video control, no haptic sensations
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Surgery evolves permanently

 Surgery : complex practice

 Depends on the experience of the surgeon

 Require a long training

 Involve many risks

 New technologies: 

 Mini-invasive surgery, interventional radiology

 Interface the surgeon and the patient

 Video control, no haptic sensations

 Reproduce a similar surgical fields

 Create a virtual representation of the patient
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From training...

Training and 

patient-specific 

rehearsal

Patient Specific Data

Input /

Haptic device

Visual Feedback
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Augmented Reality /

Robotic Assistance

Patient Specific Data

Tracking 

device

Visual Feedback

Augmented view
Per-operative imaging

Robotic

device

...To per-operative assistance
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Overview of a simulation system

 A simulator for training is...

 A simulation “engine”

 A learning system

Simulation

Learning System

Geometrical

Models

Haptic

Interface Rendering

Physiology

Model

Physics

Model

User Interface

Haptics

controller
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Medical Simulation :: examples of commercial 

simulators

 Computer-based training systems exist since 1999
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Medical Simulation :: examples of commercial 

simulators

 Computer-based training systems exist since 1999

 MIST-VR: generic skills training system 

 Mentice: neurovascular simulation

 Virtamed: gynecology simulation

 Virtual Magic: eye surgery simulation

 Digital Trainers: laparoscopic simulation

 InSimo
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Medical Simulation :: examples of commercial 

simulators

 Computer-based training systems exist since 1999

 MIST-VR: generic skills training system 

 Mentice: neurovascular simulation

 Virtamed: gynecology simulation

 Virtual Magic: eye surgery simulation

 Digital Trainers: laparoscopic simulation

 InSimo

 Anatoscope
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Medical Simulation :: commercial products

 Remains limited with about 50 companies (computer and mannequin based 

simulation)

 Leaders in mannequin-based simulation

 Laerdal

 Gaumard

 METI

 Leaders in computer-based simulation

 Mentice

 Simbionix

 CAE Healthcare

 VRMagic

 Startup

 InSimo

 Anatoscope
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Medical Simulation :: software

 The realism of a simulation comes essentially from the visual feedback

 Visual feedback is essential (more than 75% of the feedback is visual in most cases)

 Visual feedback is partially solved through realistic rendering and accurate 

anatomical models

 But visual feedback is mainly obtained through highly realistic physics simulation

 Realism of the physics modeling is key in the learning process (it’s not a video game)

 Key challenges 

 Anatomical modeling

 Physics-based modeling

 Collision detection

 Advanced contact modeling and complex interactions

 Parallel (GPU) computing
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Medical Simulation :: hardware

 Computer system

 Used to be high-end, dedicated hardware

 Now, of-the-shelf equipment

 Visual feedback

 Typically a single of multiple monitors (same as in the operating room) 

 Sometimes (e.g. microsurgery) stereoscopic imaging is required

► Tracking, haptic or tactile feedback

► Dedicated interfaces are needed for tracking the 

instruments 

► Often, force feedback (also called haptic 

feedback) is required

► Tactile feedback may become a possibility in the 

future
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Medical Simulations

 Simulation for training :

 Decrease the learning time

 Improve training

 Pacification of a complex surgery :

 Evaluation of the best strategy

 Select the equipment best suited

 Simulations patient-specific

 Assistance during the operation :

 Give more information to surgeons

 Decrease risks of the operation

SimLearning AssistancePlanning
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Medical Simulations

 Simulation for training :

 Decrease the learning time

 Improve training

 Pacification of a complex surgery :

 Evaluation of the best strategy

 Select the equipment best suited

 Simulations patient-specific

 Assistance during the operation :

 Give more information to surgeons

 Decrease risks of the operation

SimLearning AssistancePlanning

Computation time constraints

Accuracy
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Medical Simulation :: main challenges

 Interactive medical simulation for... 

 training

 pre-operative planning and rehearsal

 per-operative guidance

 All simulations need to be interactive and realistic

 Main challenges in the area of

 Anatomical Modeling

 Physics-based Modeling

 Advanced Interactions

 Parallel Computing

 Software integration and prototyping 
} Multidisciplinary research
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Laparoscopic Surgery

 One of the first applications of computer-based simulation

 More technical than conventional surgery

 Required training to learn this new technique

 Ideal candidate for computer-based simulation
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Interventional radiology

 Interventional radiology

 Relatively new technique, but rapidly growing

 Very technical and challenging, in particular in the brain

 First simulation systems developed less than 10 years ago

 Several commercial systems

 Contributions

 High-Fidelity Training System 

 Planning System for coil embolization
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Interventional radiology around cerebral aneurysms

 Endovascular treatment of cerebral aneurysms

 Better approach than surgical clipping

 Technically very challenging

 Challenges of the procedure

 Choice of coils (shape, length, diameter)

 Deployment of the first coil

 Objective: develop a planning system

 predict the embolization result

 compute interactions between coils and 

the complex flow within the aneurysm
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Eye Microsurgery 

 One of the “oldest” techniques

 Relies on microscopes to visualize the operating field

 Uses very small instruments

 Reduce scars and recovery time by minimizing the size of the incisions
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Cardiology - Cardiac Electrophysiol

 Cardiac anatomy
 4 chambers

 Electrical activity    inducing contraction

 Key figures - cardiovascular disease
 Major cause of death in Europe (2nd in France)

 Over 1.9 million deaths in EU

 40% of all deaths in EU

 Causes of cardiovascular disease
 Sudden cardiac arrest (arrhythmia)

 Heart failure (insufficiency muscle)

 Valve disease

 Heart attack

 Electrophysiology
= electrical activity of the heart

 Arrhythmia

= pathological electrophysiology
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Practical discretization

 CAD engine

 meshing from surface mesh

 various 2D/3D meshing algorithms

 possible integration with a solver

 Gmsh: an open-source meshing tool

 http://www.geuz.org/gmsh

http://www.geuz.org/gmsh
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Anatomical modeling :: requirements

 Anatomical modeling is essential in medical simulation

 Anatomical models are the basis for computing deformation, collision, visualization

 Requirements 

 Specific requirements need to be accounted for in the model

 Smoothness, number of geometrical primitives, ... 

 Generic models

 Mainly aimed at training

 Patient-specific models

 Essential elements of advanced training, planning and rehearsal
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From image to model

 why images...? 

 direct (almost...) result of the acquisition procedures

 huge body of methods called image processing

 many ways of evaluation and comparison (metrics, filters...)

 why models...?

 physical representation allowing for modeling (approximately) real world

 tools for better understanding the relations between entities (parameters...)

 how to get models from images...?

 intensity image to binary image: segmentation (ITKSnap)

 from binary image to discretized mesh: mesh generation (CGAL)
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Image acquisition

 the way of  “looking inside”

 different modalities (CT, MRI, Zeego, ultrasound)
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Why images are cool...

 direct output of scanning machine

 although already post-processed...

 doctors are used to look at images

 familiar representation 

 huge source of information

 about geometry AND physics (elastography...)

 statistical evaluation

 (dis)-similarity metrics

 visually-based

 stat/math-based
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Anatomical modeling

 Patient specific

 Image (Tomography)

 Segmentation

 Meshing

 Generic model

 Built from NLM Visible Man

 Uses simplex mesh 

 Segmentation

 Reconstruction

 Adaptive mesh

 Better triangulation

 This approach leads to a tetrahedral mesh with fewer and more regular elements 

 Better conditioning

 Faster computation
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Hepatic resection simulation

 Use meshes from a CT segmentation

 Reproduce patient specific simulations

 Automatic 3D segmentation method [IRCAD]

 We generate different models from the surface
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Anatomical modeling :: Patient-Specific Models 

 Anatomical models are key in medical simulation...

 Various algorithms rely on meshes derived from anatomical model

 Post-processing is needed to generate derived meshes

 Integrate simulation-specific constraints within reconstruction process

 Need for more complete anatomical descriptions

 embed tissue properties

 other parameters such as patient-specific texture

 ... but need to be combined with patient-specific biomechanical data

 Elastography (ultrasound, MRI, ...)

 Other (non-invasive) approaches
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Advanced liver modeling

 Consider liver as fluid-filled sponge

 Include 

 Hyperelasticity (Arruda-Boyce)

 Visco-elasticity (Prony series) 

 Porosity (Darcy Law)

 Validation of visco-elastic parameters 

from shear DMA from 60 porcine samples

9
0
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Elastography

 Modality that maps the elastic properties of soft tissue

 Inducing a distortion: Pushing/deforming or vibrating the surface of the body 

(skin) or organ (prostate) with a probe or a tool

 Elastographic image - Colors show different stiffness values
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Biomechanical modeling

 Research on generic aspects

 Characterizing soft tissues

 Modeling soft tissue with higher accuracy while maintaining real-time computation

 Model volumetric organs 

 Model surface (hollow) organs

 Exploit multi-core architectures

 Improve efficiency of computation (MJED…)

 Add multi-physics coupling (electrophysiology, fluid pressure…)

 Research on Organ Specific Modeling

 Liver (viscosity, porosity, vessels)

 Knee ligaments (anisotropy, contact)

 Heart (electrophysiology, orthotropy)

 Vascular anatomy
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Simulating the physiology

 The notion of physiology covers a very wide spectrum

 Blood flow, other types of fluids

 Respiratory motion, cardiac motion

 Electrical activity, electrophysiology, ...

 Two main levels

 Systemic (high level control) - Useful for modeling complications

 Organ level

 E.g. electro-mechanical model of the heart (electric diffusion + soft tissue deformation)

 E.g. blood flow in vessels and interaction with vessels (deformation, aneurysm growth, ...) 

 From a computational aspect

 Multi-model simulation

 Interaction between objects of different nature, possibly simulated at different time 

steps
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Error estimates to refinements

 FEM is an approximate method

 Error

 Some error norms

 Discretization

 Local Subdivision (real time)
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Towards a complete model of the liver

 Liver is made of 3 constituents: parenchyma, vascular network, capsule

 Step 1: model influence of vascular network on the deformation

 Step 2: take into account the capsule

 Parenchyma + vessels

 Validation and parameter identification on tissue samples

 Complete validation on full liver model in Oct. 2010
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Advantages of the method

 Automatically handle topological changes:

 Without an important overhead

 Currently limited to carving (constant number of DOF)

 Non stable dring the cutting.

 Non linear models:

 Preliminary test on hyperelasitc models (MJED)

 Haptic with non linear models

 Non stable when element are inverted
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Collision detection methods

 Detect self-collisions 

 Dynamic topology

 no pre-computation
⇾ no overheads

 Multiple contact zones

 different friction forces

⇾ multi-volume required
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Real time cutting and fracture
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Advanced interactions

 Many surgical techniques involve needle insertion:

 (biopsy, brachytherapy, suturing, ...)

 These needles can be rigid or flexible 

 Contact modeling

 Modeling complex interactions 

 Devices / soft tissues

 Advanced interactions

 Needle insertion

 Grasping

 Suturing

 Haptic rendering

 Extended virtual mechanisms
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Needle Constraint Plugin (Yinoussa Remi Nicolas)

Implementation of constraints :
• No need for remeshing the volume
• Independent of the volume topology (tetra/hexa)
• Includes deformation when needle is in contact 

with the surface (before penetration)
• Includes deformation along the needle trajectory

• friction along the shaft (front & back)
• Real-time computation

The Plugin includes :
• Contact between objects and a 

surface
• Needle insertion inside a volume 
• Creation of a trajectory into the 

volume

Used in many projects : 

RASimAs

RESET

Conect
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Neele insertion simulation
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𝜓

Interaction Model

 Needle Insertion Model

 Non conforming mesh, avoid remeshing

 Real-time

 Puncture constraints ϕ (3 dll)

 Penetration force

 Friction force along the surface (stick)

 Volume Constraints 𝜓 (3 dll)

 Trajectory Constraint

 Friction along the shaft

44
𝜙
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Advanced interactions
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Simulation of laparoscopic surgery (patient specific)
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Simulation of Manuall Small Incision Cataract Surgery
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RESET : Retinal surgery
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Haptic with hyperelastic models

 Asynchronous computation:

 Sparse factorization of the system is updated at low rate (10 – 20 Hz)

 Haptic loop update the contact problem at high rate (1 Khz)

50

Simulation

Loop

(30-100 Hz)

Compliance

Loop

(1-10 Hz)

A

L,D

Haptic Loop

(500-1000 

Hz)

δW, H

H. Courtecuisse, Y. Adagolodjo, H. Delingette, and C. Duriez, “Haptic rendering of hyperelastic models with 

friction,” in International Conference on Intelligent Robots and Systems (IROS), 2015, pp. 591–596.



The simulation is composed of 1600 nodes and 7680 tetrahedra, 

and runs at 20 FPS during the cut

We used an haptic device to control the scalpel, and the cut is 

activated by a button 
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Simulation of a brain tumor resection with contacts 



Cutting simulation
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Interactive training system for interventional 

electrocadriology procedures
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Simulating ice ball diffusion
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Guidance

 Augmented reality for liver surgery

 Capture the motion

of internal structures

 Mechanical model of a liver
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Augmented reality
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Elastic registration of the vascular tree

 Automatic segmentation and tracking

 Elastic registration driven by the biomechanical model

 Validation on clinical cases

Biomechanical Registration
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2D 3D registration

 2D-3D Registration: 

 Coupling MRI control points and CT model

 2D Dynamic acquisition of respiration

 Manual selection of organ outline ≈ control points

 Optical flow tracking of the contour (LK)

 Provide off-plane informations
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2D 3D registration

 Combining 2D Dynamic and Static orthogonal MRI images 

 Desynchronize slices : 

 one dynamic and two static in orthogonal directions

 TARGET AN INFLAME PORCINE GALLBLADDER AS DURING AS A MRI-GUIDED 

ROBOTIC PROCEDURE.

 Validation in 9 orthogonal slices
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Application to pelvic system

 Combine registration and simulation (off plane)
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Brain deformation the “brain shift”

 A well-known problem in brain surgery:

 Occurs when opening the skull

 CSF moves out, air moves in, resulting in a deformation

 This deformation is complex to model as it depends on many parameters
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 Tumor ablation
 Brain-shift : intra-

operative 
deformation at the 
opening of the skull

 Non-linear and 
patient-dependant

[Bilger, 

2014]

Context
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 Patient-specific FE 
model
 Co-rotational [Muller, 

2002]
 Biomechanical 

parameters [Schiavone, 
2009]

 Collisions with the skull 
handled by Lagrangian 
Multipliers

 External forces
 Gravity

Biomechanical Model
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 Rest shape 
computation
 Adaptation of an 

iterative algorithm 
[Sellier, 2011] for a highly 
deformable model of 
brain

 Publication : special issue 
of CMBBE 2015

Biomechanical Model
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 Rest shape 
computation
 Adaptation of an 

iterative algorithm 
[Sellier, 2011] for a highly 
deformable model of 
brain

 Publication : special issue 
of CMBBE 2015

Biomechanical Model
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Brain tumors diagnosis

66

Diagnostic

∞ Appearance of symptoms : headache, 

epileptic functional problems...

∞ MRI

Treatment

∞ Surgical resection

∞ Remove completely the tumor

∞ Do not damage healthy tissues

∞ Required accuracy : 2mm
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Brain tumors diagnosis

66

Diagnostic

∞ Appearance of symptoms : headache, 

epileptic functional problems...

∞ MRI

Treatment

∞ Surgical resection

∞ Remove completely the tumor

∞ Do not damage healthy tissues

∞ Required accuracy : 2mm

Assistance

∞ Tumors are not visible

∞ Neuro navigation system
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Some mm, up to few cm

Non linear: more important in surface than in deep tissues

Reasons: gravity, cerebro-spinal fluid loss, resection, etc

Brain-shift problem

67
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Brain-shift problem

68

Some mm, up to few cm

Non linear: more important in surface than in deep tissues

Reasons: gravity, cerebro-spinal fluid loss, resection, etc
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CRANIC: Method overview [Morin, 2017]

69
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CRANIC: Brain modeling

70

Soft tissues:

• segmented from the preoperative MRI

• only one hemisphere is 
meshed,  without the 
cerebellum part

• sliding contacts with the dura mater,
falx cerebri and tentorium cerebelli

Blood vessels:

• automatically segmented and skeletonized from the  
preoperative MRA [Verscheure, 2010]

• coupled with the brain FE model
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CRANIC: Constraint-based biomechanical simulation

71

Extraction of the blood vessels and probe footprint respectively  
from intraoperative Doppler and B-mode US acquisitions

Biomechanical simulation:

• static equations

• linear elastic law solved with corotational approach [Mu¨ller, 2002]

• biomechanical parameters [Schiavone, 2009]: E = 1.5 kPa,
Etumor = 10 kPa and ν = 0.45
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CRANIC: Constraint-based biomechanical simulation

71

Extraction of the blood vessels and probe footprint respectively  
from intraoperative Doppler and B-mode US acquisitions

Biomechanical simulation:

• static equations

• linear elastic law solved with corotational approach [Mu¨ller, 2002]

• biomechanical parameters [Schiavone, 2009]: E = 1.5 kPa,
Etumor = 10 kPa and ν = 0.45

Lagrangian Multipliers constraint forces:

• contacts between the brain and the skull

• contacts between the brain and US probe footprint

• registration of pre- and intraoperative vascular trees (ICP)
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CRANIC: Constraint-based biomechanical simulation

72
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CRANIC: Constraint-based biomechanical simulation

73
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CRANIC: Experimentations

74

Clinical data: 5 patients suffering from low grade tumor, 

surgical  ablation at the Saint Olav Hospital (Trondheim, 

Norway)

Quantitative evaluationUsing vessel 

landmarks

Using anatomical structures 

(folds)
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Results : Distance after registration

75

Patient Before registration (Reinertsen, 2014) CRANIC Method

1 4.19±1.22 (5.86) 2.29±1.36 (5.25) 1.79±0.88 (3.66)

2 3.51±0.71 (4.77) 1.71±0.77 (3.88) 1.26±0.18 (2.70)

3 7.32±1.25 (9.04) 2.84±1.27 (5.61) 2.33±0.22 (4.85)

4 6.35±0.65 (7.45) 1.91±1.06 (4.37) 1.40±0.44 (3.13)

5 - - -

Average Distance ±´Standard deviation (Maximal) between markers (mm)

For 4 cases: on average, 67% of the deformation is corrected  (against 57% 

with [Reinertsen, 2014]), mean errors ≤2 mm

For 1 case: not enough vessels to correct the deformation (but  the method 

does not diverge conversely to [Reinertsen, 2014])
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Case Acquisition time

1 t0 + 107 min

2 t0 + 94 min

3 t0 + 97 min

4
t0 + 124 min
t0 + 192 min

t0 + 243 min

Cases 1 to 3: surface tumor
Case 4: deep tumor

During resection

76
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Surface tumor

77

For 3 cases: on average, 63% of the deformation is corrected,  
with mean errors in the range of 2 mm

Conclusion: our method is able to compensate for brain-Shift, 
even when resection has  started

Pre-op US Our method
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Case Acquisition time

1 t0 + 107 min

2 t0 + 94 min

3 t0 + 97 min

4
t0 + 124 min
t0 + 192 min

t0 + 243 min

Cases 1 to 3: surface tumor
Case 4: deep tumor

During resection

78
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Surgical gesture during resection

79

Retraction: move aside healthy
tissues to access the tumor (in
case of deep tumor)

Resection: remove tumor
tissues
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Using vessellandmarks:

Acq. time Before compensation After compensation

t0 + 124 min 6.67±1.40 (10.24) 2.51±1.26 (4.70)

t0 + 192 min 9.05±2.08 (12.83) 6.49±2.45 (10.27)

t0 + 243 min 9.43±1.23 (11.43) 5.53±4.96 (16.57)

Using anatomicalstructures:

Acq. time Before compensation After compensation

t0 + 124 min 3.59±1.36 (8.72) 1.03±0.76 (6.91)

t0 + 192 min 4.91±1.33 (7.79) 0.99±0.77 (5.70)

t0 + 243 min 5.87±1.50 (8.71) 0.96±0.63 (5.08)

Deep tumor

80
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Surgical trajectory refers to the path to the tumor

The plan is defined by the surgeon on preoperative MRI

Anatomical structures (folds) are often taken as reference to access the 
tumor 

RETIC Method: use surgical trajectory

81
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Segmentation of the resected cavity in the US images

Manual segmentation

RETIC Method: resected cavity

82
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RETIC Method: biomechanical simulation

83

Add a constraint:

Mechanical constraint to enforce the trajectory being inside the resected 

cavity
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RETIC Method: biomechanical simulation

84

Add a constraint (global positioning):

• Mechanical constraint to enforce the trajectory being inside the 

resected cavity

• CRANIC constraints preform local corrections
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RETIC Method: quantitative results

85

A posteriori (defined by an expert)

 Correspond to a standard surgical approach

 Robustness against the positioning (10 trajectories gives similar results)

Acqui. Avant compensation M´ethode CRANIC M´ethode RETIC

t0 + 124 min 6.67±1.40 (10.24) 2.51±1.26 (4.70) 2.13±0.88 (3.71)

t0 + 192 min 9.05±2.08 (12.83) 6.49±2.45 (10.27) 3.69±2.19 (8.04)

t0 + 243 min 9.43±1.23 (11.43) 5.53±4.96 (16.57) 3.65±0.96 (4.87)
Average distance± standard deviation(maximal) between markers (mm)

✓ Reduce average and maximal distances and standard deviation

х Less accurate than superficial tumors

✓ Separation of tissues not modeled

✓ 63% of deformations corrected
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RETIC Method: qualitative results

86

Pre-op MRI Per-op US Updated MRI
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RETIC Method: qualitative results

87

Pre-op MRI Per-op US Updated MRI
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Conclusion: Execution time

88

Soft 

tissues

Blood 

vessels 0 4 12

Meshin

g

Compute boundary 

conditions

8

Time (in minutes)

Computation of K0 
−1

MIP 

segmentation

Skeletonizatio

n

Blood 

vessels

Probe footprint
0.0 0.5 1.51.0

Time (in minutes)

Extraction of blood 

vessels

Extraction of probe 

footprint

Simulatio

n

MRI 

update

 Compatible with the OR
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Conclusions

28

∞ New method for non rigid brain-shift registration

• Multimodality US/MRI/MRA

• Biomechanical model with constraints 

∞ Evaluation

• Compatible with the OR

• Retrospective study (patient data)

• Robustness of the method

Future works

• Automatic segmentation of the resected cavity

• Introduce the cut in the model
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• Mini-invasive procedure

• Fluoroscopy-based 

• Lesions vascular tree

• Flexible devices 

(catheter, guidewire…)

01 / 27

Endovascular Surgery
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SOLUTION Retrieve and display 

3D shape of the device 

from 2D Image-Features

UNIQUE SOLUTION

03 / 27

2D – 3D Reconstruction
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SOLUTION Retrieve and display 

3D shape of the device 

from 2D Image-Features

ILL-POSED PROBLEM

Several 3D shapes

may correspond to

one 2D configuration

UNIQUE SOLUTION

03 / 27

2D – 3D Reconstruction
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UNIQUE SOLUTION

SOLUTION Retrieve and display 

3D shape of the device 

from 2D Image-Features

ILL-POSED PROBLEM

Several 3D shapes

may correspond to

one 2D configuration

∄ UNIQUE SOLUTION03 / 27

2D – 3D Reconstruction
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COMBINE

3D Model of Catheter
(prediction of the shape)

+

2D Fluoroscopic Images

(partial information on current state)
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Currently Done
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External measurementProcess Model

𝑥𝑘 = 𝑓𝑘(𝑥𝑘−1, 𝜈𝑘) 𝑧𝑘 = ℎ𝑘 𝑥𝑘, 𝜔𝑘

Optimal State

Estimate Catheter Behavior through Bayesian Filter
f

18 / 27
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Results 

VALIDATION VIEW

ACQUISITION VIEW

26 / 27
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Data Assimilation: On-the-fly Estimation of Model 

Parameters

 approach based on reduced-order Kalman filtering

 given (sparse) observations of an object, perform a stochastic estimation of 

model parameters 

 already tested on estimation of stiffness parameters (per segment, per element)

 recently applied to estimation of boundary conditions

 parameters: penalty coefficients of homogeneous Dirichlet boundary conditions
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Identification of Anatomical Boundary Conditions

 We propose a registration method that uses a physics-based method as 

regularization 

 From the simulation we extract a set of constraint forces that strongly correlate 
with the location of the anatomical boundary conditions
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Results: BC in Living Tissue

 Predicted surface loads:

 The loads that appeared due to the contact with stomach (visceral surface) and 

diaphragm (diaphragmatic surface)

 Interaction between the liver and stiff bodies of ribs are clearly indicated

 → Explained by the rotational motion of the liver
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Point cloud registration

 Registration with optical markers

 Simplify the problem

 Optitrack system

 Point Cloud Registration

Markers 
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Initial registration

Estimation of the 3d pose of the object

 Shape from template

 The method is performed in 3 steps
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Initial registration

Estimation of the 3d pose of the object

 Shape from template

 The method is performed in 3 steps

1. Extract the outline of the object

2. Rough rigid registration

3. Apply constraints

 Projective constraints (2D outline)

 Sliding Constraints (3d makers)
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Context

 Many modern clinic practices involve needle insertion:

 Reduces, risks, recovering time, traumas for patients

 Smaller incisions

108

Liver-Biopsy 
arthroscopy Cryoablatio

n
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Context

 Many modern clinic practices involve needle insertion:

 Reduces, risks, recovering time, traumas for patients

 Smaller incisions

 Raise the technical level for surgeons.

 Lack of 3D view

108

Liver-Biopsy 
arthroscopy Cryoablatio

n
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Robotic Assistance

 Accuracy and precision in lesions treatment 

 Increase mobility

 Surgeon far from potential radiation sources 

 Table mounted / patient mounted systems :

109
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Robotic Assistance

 Accuracy and precision in lesions treatment 

 Increase mobility

 Surgeon far from potential radiation sources 

 Table mounted / patient mounted systems :

109

Needle and tissue deformations are  major problems for robotic needle 
insertion
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II) Proposed solution

110

139

Control strategy

Express the procedure as a minimization 
problem : define the tip positioning as 
objective functions.

Control strategy : Actuation of the 6 DOF of 
the needle Liver

Target
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140

Control strategy

Express the procedure as a minimization 
problem : define the tip positioning as 
objective functions.

Control strategy : Actuation of the 6 DOF of 
the needle Liver

Target

? Need to solve an inverse problem : 
find the link between the needle base 
motion to the objective functions 
evolution
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Conect

 Goal: Autonomous control of a robot during needle 

 Insertion in deformable phantom
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Displacement? Target

Conect

 Goal: Autonomous control of a robot during needle 

 Insertion in deformable phantom
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Displacement? Target

Inverse Problem

 Goal: Autonomous control of a robot during needle 

 Insertion in deformable phantom
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Displacement? Target

Inverse Problem

 Goal: Autonomous control of a robot during needle 

 Insertion in deformable phantom
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Deformable 

needleDeformable 

trajectory

Rigid needle

Non-deformable trajectory

The naive approach lead to successful insertion during the first 

centimeters significant errors are then introduced due to a miss-
evaluation of the deflection of the needle in the control loop

4 x 
Speed
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Deformable 

needleDeformable 

trajectory

Rigid needle

Non-deformable trajectory

The naive approach lead to successful insertion during the first 

centimeters significant errors are then introduced due to a miss-
evaluation of the deflection of the needle in the control loop

4 x 
Speed
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Inverse real-time Finite Element simulation for robotic 

control of flexible needle insertion in deformable 

tissues

𝒒? Target

Imaging 
System

Simulation

Robot
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Inverse real-time Finite Element simulation for robotic 

control of flexible needle insertion in deformable 

tissues

𝒒? Target

Imaging 
System

Simulation

Robot
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A deformation is generated to
align the trajectory with the
needle’s shaft

A curved trajectory is defined to 
avoid an obstacle

A FE model is registered in real 

Conect

 Hypotheses : 

 The trajectory is given in a non-deformed configuration but not visible with the 

imaging system

 A part of the surface of the organ is visible, but not necessary the entire organ

 Research topics : 

 Biomechanical models (accurate, predictive, …)

 Registration with per operative images (sparse, partial)

 Inverse simulation : control of the robot (real-time)
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Insertion

Obstacle

Planned 
trajectory 

Screws (fixed)

Registration

Simulation

Inverse simulation

Deformation

Conect

Trajectory estimation
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Robotic system

 Mitsubishi RV1A Anthropomorphic (6 dof, 7 bodies) 

 Denavit-Hartenberg formalism

 Define articulation and geometric parameters of the robot

 define the homogeneous transformation matrix

 𝑞 parameters of the robot

 Model kinematics of the robot

 𝑋 = 𝑓 𝑞 , 𝑞 = 𝑞1, 𝑞2, … , 𝑞6

 Support Needle – Robot

117
Liaison  
𝐿𝑖−1

Liaiso
n 𝐿𝑖

SupportNeedle
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Inverse Simulations

 Find 𝑞 that minimizing equation: 
min
𝒒
(ℱ 𝒒 − 𝑷)

 Newton Raphson :  

⇒ find 𝚫𝒒 as 𝓕 𝒒 + 𝚫𝐪 − 𝑷 = 𝟎

 The linearization of ℱ 𝑞 + Δq gives :

ℱ 𝑞 + Δq = ℱ 𝑞 + Δq
𝜕ℱ

𝜕𝑞

 Computation of  the Jacobian  
𝝏𝓕

𝝏𝒒
= 𝑱

𝑱𝒊 =
𝜹𝓕𝒊

∥ 𝜹𝒒𝒊 ∥
=

𝓕 𝒒 − 𝓕 𝒒 + 𝜹𝒒𝒊
∥ 𝜹𝒒𝒊 ∥

𝒒 + 𝜹𝒒𝟏

𝒯 𝑞 + 𝛿𝑞1, 𝑝𝑛, 𝑝𝑣

𝒒 + 𝜹𝒒𝟐

𝒯 𝑞 + 𝛿𝑞2, 𝑝𝑛, 𝑝𝑣
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Calibration and Validation
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Control model

4 x 
Speed
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Validation

Posterior Anterior 
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Validation

Anterior Bottom
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Validation

Anterior Top
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Validation
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II) Proposed solution

127

Control loop

𝓧(𝒊)

𝑻(𝒊+𝟏) 𝒎(𝒊)

Senso

r 

𝒎(𝒊)

χ(𝒊)

Inverse simulation

Image 

data

Robot 

positio

n

Next 

target

Use a FE simulation of the current 
needle insertion to find the Jacobean 
linking the base motion to the objective 
function evolution :

 The simulation is constraint by image

 The needle-tissue interaction are 
simulated using Lagrangian multiplier 
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III) Results

128

Demonstration
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Shared Control
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Shared Control
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Outline

Clinical context: robotized intravitreal injections for chronic ophthalmic 

diseases

Challenge: estimate the contact force range from a single slice OCT 

image in real-time
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Numerical Simulation for Data Generation

Finite Element Method 

H8 elements

Linear elasticity 

To match experimental data:

Constant intraocular pressure 

(IOP)

E = 0.25 MPa

𝝂 = 0.45
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Numerical Simulation for Data Generation

 Incremental contact forces from 0.0 N to 0.06 N at random 

locations

 Forces are normal to the surface of the sclera

 5 different thicknesses

Data set of 19 200 images
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Neural Network Image Classification

90% of the synthetic images for training

10% of the synthetic images for validation

Keras-Tensorflow
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Assessments on Unseen Real OCT Data 

REAL DATA  ACQUISITION

Contact forces and OCT images from 5 ex vivo porcine 

eyes

Medical robot to guide the needle and measure ground 

truth force

OCT device to record B-scans over time

RESULTS OF THE CLASSIFICATION

94% accuracy when 
classifying                                           

unseen real images


